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ABSTRACT:Coronavirus immensely affects the general public, the new limitation has been forced as the quantity of 

people groups are permitted in a specific room in open social events. To keep up friendly separating alongside friendly 

removing standard temperature check at doors of shopping centres and office is compulsory. In this task we fix a room 

where a particularly important safety measures are taken, we utilize a laser diode and collector to recognize the passage 

of an individual, when the IR sensor distinguishes the passageway of an individual it will check the temperature, if the 

temperature is not exactly the set temperature the individual is permitted to enter something else, the section is denied. 

Just a set number of individuals are permitted in the room. The permitted temperature in the room can be checked and 

shown utilizing an I2C Display., just put your hands under the sensor, the delicate IR vicinity sensor will naturally 

detect and administer some cleanser to help you and your family to avoid microbes and keep a solid life 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 
These days crown infection is a significant issue . As of now there is no medication except for the immunization which 

is found is in a testing stage. As this is an extreme assault in this world, individuals are experiencing Coronavirus 

infection. The crown illness isn't only a basic infection assault, it makes basic to people by tainting the respiratory 

framework. The infection sickness is vigorously spreading everywhere on the world, as the countries are attempting to 

screen and restrict the spread of infection everywhere on the country. . There is an exacting assessment wherever to 

control the spread of the illness. The emergency clinic and numerous specialists are serving to fix the influenced 

individuals and attempting to stop the spreading of the infection to the adjoining individuals. Regular internal heat level 

checking is the one of the best approach to distinguish a crown patient. There are numerous sorts of thermometers are 

accessible in market. The typical thermometer can gauge the temperature of a Coronavirus patient and furthermore get 

the opportunity of spreading the infection. In this extraordinary circumstance we can utilize the Contactless temperature 

finder. In contact temperature sensor we may spread the illness by manual observing and this gadget is exorbitant. 

Programmed hand sanitizer distributors can detect the hands under the spout to apportion the fluid sanitizer. It 

apportions the ideal measure of sanitizer naturally to get the hands rapidly perfect.. The infection is spreading from the 

human hand and mouth salivation. The mouth spread is controlled with the veil material and the human hand is 

constrained by the hand wash sanitizer. On the off chance that the attendant goes close to the Coronavirus positive 

patients to sedate them or during home confinement if relatives goes close to the positive patients , there is a high 

possibility of spreading the illness .So by utilizing Coronavirus guardian we can maintain a strategic distance from the 

opportunity of spreading of the infection and accordingly the tablets or some other food things can be conveyed to the 

patients with no contact. 

. 

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 
 

This focuses on the proposed overall system including its main stages , hardware/software components the 

proposed algorithm and how the proposed system works .In contactless temperature detector, the power supply 

will be given to the rectifier the rectifier converts ac to dc voltage after that the voltage will be fed to the 

regulator ,the regulator limits the voltage .The voltage again fed into the microcontroller i.e consists of 

16pins.will be coded depending on the information need to display on LCD. The information that will be 

displayed are the temperature of the person entering. If the person temperature is above 99 degree farad,the 

door will not be opened if the temperature is below 99 degree, the door will open. 
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Fig.1.Block Diagram of Contactless Temperature Detector 

 In Handsfree sanitizer we will be connecting IR proximity sensor’s output to the water pump motor .So, 
whatever object we keep infront of IR proximity sensor , there will be power supply to the motor and the motor 

runs. The motor has shaft when ever water enters in to the shaft the water will be pumped outside which is 

connected to the IR proximity sensor. 

 
Fig.2.Block Diagram of Handsfree Sanitizer 

 
III. COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

 

IR SENSOR 
An infrared sensor is an electronic gadget, that produces to detect a few parts of the environmental factors. An IR 

sensor can gauge the warmth of an article just as identifies the movement. These sorts of sensors measure just infrared 

radiation, as opposed to discharging it that is known as a uninvolved IR sensor. Normally, in the infrared range, every 

one of the articles transmit some type of warm radiation. Dynamic infrared sensors both produce and identify infrared 

radiation .When an article approaches the sensor, the infrared light from the Drove reflects off of the item and is 

identified by the collector. Dynamic IR sensors go about as vicinity sensors, and they are usually utilized in snag 

identification frameworks, (for example, in robots). 

 

 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR 
 

The MLX90614 is an infrared thermometer for non-contact temperature estimations. Both the IR delicate thermopile 

finder chip and the sign molding ASIC are coordinated in something similar TO-39 can. Coordinated into the 
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MLX90614 are a low commotion intensifier, 17-piece ADC and amazing DSP unit subsequently accomplishing high 

exactness and goal of the thermometer 

 
AURDINO 

The Arduino Uno R3 is a microcontroller board dependent on a removable, double inline-bundle (Plunge) ATmega328 

AVR microcontroller. It has 20 computerized input/yield pins (of which 6 can be utilized as PWM yields and 6 can be 

utilized as simple data sources). ... The R3 is the third, and most recent, modification of the Arduino Uno. The Arduino 

Uno R3 is a microcontroller board dependent on a removable, double inline-bundle (Plunge) ATmega328 AVR 

microcontroller. 

 
 

LCD DISPLAY 

At the core of the connector is a 8-Cycle I/O Expander chip – PCF8574. This chip changes over the I2C information 

from an Arduino into the equal information needed by the LCD show. Arduino LCD show undertakings will run out of 

pin assets effectively, particularly with Arduino Uno. Furthermore, it is additionally exceptionally muddled with the 

wire binding and association. This I2C 16x2 Arduino LCD Screen is utilizing an I2C correspondence interface. It 

implies it just requirements 4 pins for the LCD show: VCC, GND, SDA, SCL. It will save at any rate 4 

computerized/simple pins on Arduino. All connectors are standard XH2.54 (Breadboard type). You can associate with 

the jumper wire straightforwardly 
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MOTOR DRIVER 
 
The L293D is a famous 16-Pin Engine Driver IC. As the name proposes it is for the most part used to drive engines. A 

solitary L293D IC is fit for running two DC engines simultaneously; likewise the bearing of these two engines can be 

controlled freely  

 

The L293D IC gets signals from the microchip and communicates the overall sign to the engines. It has two voltage 

pins, one of which is utilized to draw current for the working of the L293D and the other is utilized to apply voltage to 

the engines. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

GEAR MOTOR     

Stuff engines are systems that change the speed of electric engines, driving them to work at a specific speed. They are 

made out of a progression of cog wheels that make up a kinematic chain, chipping away at a bunch of rotational parts. 

An equipped engine is a segment whose instrument changes the speed of the engine, driving them to work at a specific 

speed. 

 
 

 

 

IV. RESULT &CONCLUSION 
 

Our outcomes show that temple infrared temperature control is a proper instrument to evaluate for irresistible infection 

straightforwardly at the passage of a structure, Programmed Hand Wash Gadget for Sterilization is productive and the 

expense cost is limited. It works like the ordinary contactless programmed machine. The human gets the restricted 

sanitizer fluid for disinfection close by, to wash the hands and to shield themselves from the crown sickness. 

Simultaneously it is climate amicable as in light of the fact that the dispensable wastage is insignificant, since it tends 
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to be topped off effectively with no specialized help. By utilizing Coronavirus guardian we can evade the spreading of 

the infection without direct contact we can secure our family ,companions and society. 

 

 
 

V. CONCULSION 
 

To maintain social distance and temperature measurement automatically without the help of human being 

CONTACTLESS TEMPERTAURE DETECTOR senses the body temperature, when no one is measuring the 

measured shows the ambient temperature .The human gets the limited sanitizer liquid for sanitation in hand, to wash 

the hands and to protect themselves from the corona disease COVID CAREGIVER we can avoid the spreading of the 

virus without direct contact we can protect our family, friends and society Automatic Hand Wash Dispenser for 

Sanitation is efficient and the cost price is minimized. It works like the normal contactless automatic machine. The 

human gets the limited sanitizer liquid for sanitation in hand, to wash the hands and to protect themselves from the 

corona disease. At the same time it is environment friendly as because the disposable wastage is very minimal, since it 

can be refilled easily without any technical assistance by using COVID caregiver we can avoid the spreading of the 

virus without direct contact we can protect our family, friends and society. 

 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

 
In future this device can be fabricated in a compact size so that is globally acceptable By implementing this method in 

schools , colleges, theatres, malls and super markets etc.. under influence of COVID INHIBITOR many diseases and 

fatalities can be minimized to large extent. As per Tamil  Nadu relaxation people started to do their daily routine works 

but now Tamil Nadu Government is going to announce severe lockdown again due to vast increase in COVID cases. 

So, this project helps in preventing the spreading of the virus This project not only helps to prevent COVID cases but 

also it helps in preventing spreading of micro germs and other temperature related disease. 
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